
H: Use the correct form of verbs in the blanks. 
27) The car …………….. (repair) last week.

28) She …………….. (not call) us , before.

29) If I …………….. (get) the book, I would give it to you.

30) He …………….. (speak) very well , doesn't he? 

2

I: 

31) That bird is singing in the tree, ……………..? 

32) You bought that book last month , ……………..? 

1

J: 

33) The earth is polluted by human. 

34) The chairs will be arranged around the table by him. 

1/5

K: Make passive sentences. Make passive sentences. 
35) Some people donate blood every year.

36) He has suggested a good dictionary.

1/5

L: 

Water is the most ……37………..element in our life . We can't think of life ………38…….. water. We need water to drink, to wash 
our bodies and ………39…….., to cook our food and……40……….. crops, vegetables and fruit. Water is also essential for animals, 
birds, ………41……..etc. Nearly 70 ………42……..of our body is water. 

37) a  essential b  good c  difficult d  different

38) a  with b  for c  from d  with out

39) a  books b  families c  clothes d  drinks

40) a  grow b use c  build d  introduce

41) a  sky b  wind c insects d  air

42) a  kinds b  parts c  numbers d  percent 

1/5

M: 

Many countries now think that cars that burn fossil fuels should be replaced by electric cars. Electric cars do not burn gasoline in an 
engine, so they don't pollute the air. They use electricity stored on the car in batteries.

Some times 12 or 24 batteries, or more, are needed to power the car. Just like a remote controlled car, an electric car has an electric 
motor that turns the wheels and a battery to run the motor.

Electricity, the same energy that lights your lamps and runs your TV, is stored in batteries on an electric car. To get the battery ready 
to roll, you have to charge it. 

43) Why are electric cars better than our cars? 

44) What do electric cars use to run?

45) How many batteries are needed to power a car?

46) Electric cars are harmful.  True       False 

47) Electric cars don't need to be charged.  True       False 

3/5
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She had decided to travel to England.

A hospital was built last year.

If Sara lived in Iran, she would help us more.

was p pp was repaired

had p p before hadn t called

would got

.speaks

isn t it

it bird

did didn t you

Human pollute the earth.
is by

He will arrange the chairs around the table.
he him

Blood is donated by some people. 

is p pp

has been p p




